. This effect was also found to be cell-non-autonomous, as mosaic injection 87 of scube2 mRNA was capable of rescuing Shh-signaling defects over a long range (Hollway et al., 
94
Scube2 may regulate pattern scaling by acting as an expander, as has recently been hypothesized 95 elsewhere (Shilo and Barkai, 2017) . In this work, we use quantitative imaging of cell fate specification in 96 zebrafish to investigate the scaling of ventral neural patterning and the regulatory role of Scube2.
97

Results
98
Ventral neural patterning scales with embryo size
99
Studying mechanisms of scaling during growth or between species of different sizes is difficult 100 because many properties of the patterning system depend on stage or species-specific variables. To 
108
We measured scaling of neural patterning in size-reduced embryos using quantitative imaging 
118
Using this imaging platform, we compared the expression of patched2-a direct transcriptional 119 target of Shh-with the tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter in wild type and size-reduced embryos (Fig. 1G-J 
239
To test whether Scube2 is downregulated by Shh signaling, we injected mRNA encoding a 
321
To assay Scube2's rate of diffusion we performed Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching
322
(FRAP) at the dome stage, during which cell movement is minimal. FRAP was performed in a 100μm x 323 100μm region and recovery was observed at 10 second intervals over 5 minutes (Fig. 5 D-E, Movie S3-324 4). Image data from the bleached region was then normalized to its initial intensity and fitted to recovery 325 curves using standard methods (Munjal et al., 2015) . We find that the addition of Scube2 to mCitrine 326 causes only minor changes to its diffusion ( Fig. 5F-G) . No significant differences were observed 327 between the calculated mobile fractions of Scube2-mCitrine (0.283 +/-0.018) and Sec-mCitrine
328
(0.338+/-0.019; unpaired t-test p=0.0698). When the time to 50% recovery of the mobile fraction is 329 calculated, Scube2-mCitrine has modestly slower diffusion time than Sec-mCitrine alone (Fig. 5 F-G 
332
To observe distributions of Scube2 during development, we generated a transgenic line 333 expressing the full length Scube2 protein fused to moxNeonGreen under control of Scube2 regulatory 334 sequences (Fig. 5H-K) . We validated the functionality of this Tg(scube2:scube2-moxNG) line using a 335 morpholino which bound only endogenous Scube2 at the splice junction of exon6, and not
336
Tg(scube2:scube2-moxNG) derived RNA which lacks this splice junction ( Figure S6 ).
337
Tg(scube2:scube2-moxNG) embryos were markedly resistant to treatment with this morpholino,
338
validating the in vivo functionality of this construct ( Figure S6 ). Tg(scube2:scube2-moxNG) embryos
339
showed broad distributions of Scube2 during patterning ( Fig. 5H-K) . Throughout early patterning 
362
Horizontal view of the embryo from J. 
368
reduced embryos but were instead severely reduced (Fig. 6A-C 
381
overexpressing embryos (Fig. 6H-K) . Dorsal expansion of Shh signaling is quantified using the position 382 of 50% of average maximum control intensity, which is statistically significantly shifted dorsally in size-
383
reduced embryos (Fig. 6J) . Importantly, when tg(ptch2:kaede) response profiles are plotted on an 384 absolute rather than relative scale, they nearly exactly overlap (Fig. 6K ). This overlap without size 385 normalization suggests that scube2 overexpression encodes a response profile which is independent of 386 embryo size and is not secondarily tuned by another scaling related factor. This strongly suggests that 387 control of scube2 expression levels is required for scaling the Shh response gradient. 
422
The relationship between Scube2 and Shh has important similarities to proposed "expander- 
450
While some evidence suggests that Scube2 plays a role in lipid-shedding, these observations 
496
Generation of Transgenic Lines
497
The construct used to make tg(scube2:moxNG) was generated by isothermal assembly of PCR- 
510
Transgenic lines were generated by injecting plasmid DNA for each construct along with Tol2 511 mRNA into wild type (AB) embryos at the single cell stage, as described previously (Kawakami, 2004) .
512
moxNeonGreen positive embryos were then selected for raising. Upon reaching sexual maturity, F0s
513
were outcrossed and screened for founders. Founders were isolated and raised as single alleles.
514
Monoallelic versions of each line are shown throughout the paper.
515
Zebrafish Strains
516
For wild type lines, AB fish were used. All fish were kept at 28°C on a 14-hour-light/10-hour-dark 
523
Size Reduction Technique.
524
Size reduction was performed as described in our previous report (Ishimatsu et al., 2018 
534
Construct Generation and Injections of mRNAs and Morpholinos
535
Scube2-mCitrine was generated from cDNA obtained from the Talbot lab (Woods and Talbot, 2005) .
536
Fluorescent protein fusions were made by attaching mCitrine or moxNeonGreen with a 10 amino acid
537
GA rich linker to the c-terminus of Scube2. Membrane-mTagBFP2 constructs were generated using (Munjal et al., 2015) . These fitted traces were also used to determine the point at which 582 50% maximum recovery was reached in Figure 5G .
583
Image Analysis
584
Images were analyzed using a custom MATLAB-based image analysis software that enables rapid 585 segmentation of neural tube imaging data. Neural imaging data is segmented by the user sequentially 586 from anterior to posterior. Over a set step size (usually 50 pixels), the user selects points at the base of 587 the floor plate cell and top of the roof plate cell that divide the neural tube into its two halves (Fig. S1A) .
588
The user then selects the widest point of the neural tube in each image. Imaging data from mature 589 neurons, found laterally, and within the lumen of the neural tube, found medially, are disregarded using 590 a set percentage of neural width (Fig. S1B ). Once these positions are recorded, imaging data is then 591 recovered as average pixel intensity in 25 bins from ventral to dorsal across 3-4 somites of A-P length.
592
This binning and averaging strategy enables comparison of data between embryos that accounts for 
626
Position is then determined from the fitted trend-line to avoid inaccuracies due to rounding. To calculate 627 the significance of shifts in boundary positions, upper domain boundaries for each embryo were 628 compared in an un-paired t-test between embryos from each population. When the progenitor domain 629 segmentation algorithm finds there is no domain present, the boundary is set to 0.
630
CRISPR Screen for Scube2 Regulators
631
Cas9 protein was generated and purified in lab as described (Gagnon et al., 2014) . Three guide RNA
632
sequences targeting the first one-to-three exons of each gene were selected based on their quality 633 using the web-tool CHOP-CHOP and synthesized using standard methods (Gagnon et al., 2014) .
634
Equivalent guide RNA and Cas9 protein concentrations were used in all samples for mosaic knockout.
635
Phenotypes were assessed at 18-20 hpf by confocal microscopy.
636
637 638
